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Abstract9

Elevated atmospheric carbon dioxide (eCO2) is predicted to increase growth rates of10

forest trees. The extent to which increased growth translates to changes in biomass is11

dependent on the turnover time of the carbon, and thus tree mortality rates. Size- or12

age- dependent mortality combined with increased growth rates could result in either de-13

creased carbon turnover from a speeding up of tree life cycles, or increased biomass from14

trees reaching larger sizes, respectively. However, most vegetation models currently lack15

any representation of size- or age-dependent mortality and the e↵ect of eCO2 on changes16

in biomass and carbon turnover times is thus a major source of uncertainty in predictions17

of future vegetation dynamics. Using a reduced-complexity form of the dynamic vegeta-18

tion model FATES to simulate an idealised tropical forest, we find increases in biomass19

despite reductions in carbon turnover time in both size- and age-dependent mortality sce-20

narios in response to a hypothetical eCO2-driven 25% increase in NPP. Carbon turnover21

times decreased by 9.6% in size-dependent mortality scenarios due to a speeding up of22

tree life cycles, but also by 2.0% when mortality was age-dependent, as larger crowns led23

to increased light competition. Increases in AGB were much larger when mortality was24

age-dependent (24.3%) compared with size-dependent (13.4%) as trees reached larger25

sizes before death. In simulations with a constant background mortality rate, carbon26

turnover time decreased by 2.1% and AGB increased by 24.0%, however, absolute values27

of AGB and carbon turnover were higher than in either size- or age-dependent mortality28

scenario. The extent to which AGB increases and carbon turnover decreases will thus29

depend on the mechanisms of large tree mortality: if increased size itself results in ele-30

vated mortality rates, then this could reduce by about half the increase in AGB relative31

to the increase in woody NPP.32

Keywords Vegetation models, carbon turnover times, forest dynamics, tree mortality,33

CO2 fertilisation, global change34
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1 Introduction35

Anthropogenic carbon emissions are causing atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) to rise,36

leading to an increase in leaf-level photosynthesis (Herrick & Thomas, 1999), and a sub-37

sequent increase in individual-level plant growth rates (Ainsworth & Long, 2005). CO238

fertilisation of plant growth is thought to explain much of the terrestrial carbon sequestra-39

tion over recent decades (Sitch et al., 2015), as well as observed increases in global leaf area40

index (Zhu et al., 2016). However, significant uncertainty remains regarding the a↵ect of41

eCO2 on ecosystem level carbon uptake and carbon residence time (Arora et al., 2019).42

Free Air CO2 Enrichment (FACE) experiments have followed the growth response of43

multiple terrestrial ecosystems to elevated CO2. Although vegetation response to eCO2 have44

di↵ered between sites and through time, an initial increase in NPP of 25% was observed in45

two temperate forest FACE experiments following an increase in CO2 by approximately 15046

- 200 µmol mol�1 (Zaehle et al., 2014). However, The FACE experiments were not designed47

to test the e↵ect of eCO2 on mortality or carbon residence times, and their relatively short48

time-scales make it impossible to draw conclusions regarding long-term shifts in carbon49

sequestration.50

Large trees uptake and store the majority of aboveground forest carbon (Stephenson51

et al., 2014), contribute disproportionately to reproduction (Fonseca et al., 2009; Naito et al.,52

2008) and define the physical structure of the forest, thus determining light levels to the53

understory below (Canham et al., 1994). The dynamics of large trees are therefore critical to54

accurately representing forests and the exchange of carbon between the land and atmosphere55

in Earth system models (ESMs).56

A ‘U’ shaped size-dependent mortality curve, with higher mortality rates in very small/young57

and very large/old trees, has been documented in a number of systems both tropical and tem-58

perate e.g. (Metcalf et al., 2009; Lines et al., 2010; Rüger et al., 2011; Gonzalez-Akre et al.,59

2016). Deconvolving the e↵ects of increasing size and age on mortality is di�cult (Vilalta,60

2005; Mencuccini et al., 2007) and little is known about how the interaction between growth61

and mortality rates at the individual level could influence the ecosystem-scale response to62

eCO2 (Körner, 2017). ESMs typically do not represent either size- or age-dependant tree63

mortality as part of their representation of the terrestrial carbon cycle (e.g. (McDowell64

et al., 2011; Bugmann et al., 2019)). Within the minority of models which do consider this65

phenomena (e.g. (Arora & Boer, 2006)) the impacts of this representation have not been66

systematically assessed.67
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An increase in mortality rates of larger trees could result from the physical constraints68

on height imposed by hydraulic limitations (Koch et al., 2004), with a resulting possible69

increased risk of drought (Nepstad et al., 2007; da Costa et al., 2010; Bennett et al., 2015;70

McDowell & Allen, 2015), lightning strikes (Yanoviak et al., 2015) or wind damage with size71

(Yap et al., 2016).72

Age-related changes to tree mortality risk remain poorly understood. Many features of73

plant architecture and physiology appear to limit the e↵ects of senescence relative to ani-74

mals. For example, meristem totipotency allows for continuous growth and production of75

new organs, a modular structure limits damage from somatic mutations, and high expres-76

sion of resistance associated genes reduces the impact of pathogens (Klimes̈ová et al., 2015;77

Wang et al., 2020). Experimental work suggests that size, rather than age-related cellular78

senescence, leads to decreases in net assimilation rates (Mencuccini et al., 2005). However,79

an accumulation of physical damage through time could drive increased risk of mortality80

with age. The degree of crown damage or die-back, for example, was found to be a major81

determinant of the death of trees in a Bornean rainforest (Arellano et al., 2019). Likewise,82

(Heineman et al., 2015) found that over 50% of large trees from two sites in Borneo were83

infected with fungal heart rot. Although heart rot was associated with tree size (due to the84

relative ease of measuring size compared with age), it is likely that frequency and severity of85

pathogen infection correlates more strongly with age than with size. Thus, while it may be86

less likely that age is a strong contributor to increased large-tree mortality rates, we consider87

the possibility, and its resulting consequences, here.88

If the probability of mortality of individual trees is primarily age-dependent, we would89

expect that increased growth rates following eCO2 would allow trees to reach larger sizes90

before death, resulting in increased forest biomass with little change to turnover times. In91

contrast, if mortality probability is primarily size-dependent, we would expect increased92

growth rates to result in individuals moving through their life cycles more quickly, resulting93

in a decrease in vegetation carbon turnover time, and thus little change to biomass. Changes94

in carbon residence time have been identified as a major source of uncertainty in predictions95

of future forest dynamics (Friend et al., 2014; Koven et al., 2015b,a; Yu et al., 2019; Pugh96

et al., 2020). Quantifying the e↵ects of size- versus age-dependent mortality, and identifying97

underlying mechanisms, is therefore a priority for identifying potential ecosystem responses98

to eCO2 (McDowell et al., 2018).99

Most ESMs lack explicit representation of tree sizes and ages, and thus either size- or100
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age-dependent mortality (e.g. (McDowell et al., 2011; Bugmann et al., 2019)). Typically,101

mortality is modelled by a combination of mechanistic processes such as responses to produc-102

tivity rates or carbon storage, wind damage (Lagergren et al., 2012) and herbivory (Pachzelt103

et al., 2015), along with a background mortality term that accounts for all other sources of104

mortality. Models that do include an age-related mortality term usually treat it similarly105

to the background mortality term - i.e. it is fixed rate across the life cycle that results in a106

specified fraction of the population exceeding some age limit (e.g. (Arora et al., 2019)). Thus107

it does not explicitly model an increase in mortality risk at older ages or sizes. ESMs with108

neither size nor age dependent mortality thus implicitly assume that, all else being equal,109

an increase in productivity in response to eCO2 will allow trees to reach larger sizes, thus110

increasing forest biomass. However a growth-longevity trade-o↵ has been documented both111

within (Bigler & Veblen, 2009; Bugmann & Bigler, 2011; Büntgen et al., 2019), and between112

species (Wright et al., 2010), while observed changes in biomass and mortality across the113

Amazon suggests a recent speeding up of tree life cycles (Brienen et al., 2015).114

Lastly, ESMs typically do not include successional variation in their plant functional115

types (PFTs), instead defining PFTs based on biomes, gross plant morphology, and leaf116

morphology. However, successional variation is a key axis of plant variation within any117

biome, particularly for turnover times, as early successional trees tend to grow and die118

faster than late successional trees, and the successional balance within an ecosystem may119

be sensitive to changes in growth and mortality rates and thus CO2 fertilisation (Laurance120

et al., 2004).121

Here we use a reduced-complexity configuration of a vegetation demographics model,122

the Functionally Assembled Terrestrial Ecosystem Simulator (FATES), to test alternate hy-123

potheses of large-tree mortality: that mortality remains fixed at background levels, that it124

increases with plant size, and that it increases with plant age. We tested the response of125

ecosystem AGB and carbon turnover time to elevated NPP (eNPP) under each mortality sce-126

nario, compared to matched controls with constant NPP. Since we hypothesise that cohorts127

would reach larger sizes when mortality is age-dependent, we expected that results would128

be sensitive to allometric scaling. Likewise, we hypothesised that following an increase in129

NPP, size-dependent mortality would lead to an increase in the frequency of gap formation130

due to a speeding up of the life cycle and results would therefore be sensitive to parameters131

a↵ecting canopy organisation. We tested the sensitivity of size- and age-dependent mortal-132

ity simulations to allometric equations, specifically the scaling of DBH to height, AGB and133
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crown area.134

Our initial tests were with one plant functional type (PFT). To test how the ecosystem135

response to eNPP changes with a range of plant functional strategies, we ran ensemble136

simulations in which two PFTs were parameterised with a range of observed growth and137

survival rates. We explored how the position of PFTs in this ‘demographic’ space altered138

co-existence and the response to eNPP.139

2 Methods140

2.1 Model description141

FATES is a size- and age-structured vegetation model that tracks the state of cohorts:142

groups of trees of the same size and PFT modelled as one representative individual. Cohort143

dynamics are governed by physiological processes that depend on the interaction between144

functional traits and environmental drivers. FATES combines the Ecosystem Demography145

(ED) (Moorcroft et al., 2001) approach to scaling from individuals to landscapes with ele-146

ments of the Perfect Plasticity Approximation (PPA) approach to representing canopy organ-147

isation (Purves et al., 2008; Fisher et al., 2010). FATES must be run with a ‘host’ land model.148

At present, host models include the Community Land Model CLM (Lawrence et al., 2019)149

or the Energy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM) Land Model (ELM) (E3SM Project,150

2018). The first combination of ED, PPA and CLM, was described in (Fisher et al., 2015).151

PPA and ED are described in (Fisher et al., 2018), initial sensitivity analysis at (Massoud152

et al., 2019) and more recent FATES developments and benchmarking in (Koven et al., 2019).153

Code is available at https://github.com/NGEET/fates/.154

For this analysis we ran FATES in a novel ‘prescribed physiology mode’, a reduced155

complexity configuration that bypasses many of the physiological mechanisms of the model,156

following the modular complexity approach to land surface model design described in Fisher157

& Koven (2020). In the full FATES model, plant productivity is the result of a cascade of158

processes including light interception, photosynthesis, stomatal conductance, surface energy159

balance and plant respiration. To focus analysis on the dynamics of plant growth, canopy160

structure and mortality processes, in the prescribed physiology mode, both net primary161

productivity (NPP), as daily net productivity per unit crown area (kgC m�2 yr�1), and162

background mortality rate become model parameters. Crown area is used to scale NPP to163

individual plants, as crown area determines the total area available for light interception, and164
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approximates the tree-to-forest scaling inherent in the PPA. Both these cohort-level inputs165

are dependant upon only PFT and canopy status (understory or canopy). Recruitment rates166

are also prescribed. Thus this mode requires five parameters to be specified per PFT instead167

of the full physiological model: canopy growth rate, understory growth rate, canopy mortality168

rate, understory mortality rate, and recruitment rate. We set leaf and root longevity to an169

arbitrary very large number so that allocation to meet demand from leaf and root turnover170

is essentially zero, thus allowing nearly all NPP to be allocated to structural growth each171

day. Thus the NPP and eNPP numbers we use are most analogous to woody NPP. This172

model configuration allows us to vastly reduce the dimensionality of parameter uncertainty173

from the many plant traits that regulate growth and mortality, to the growth and mortality174

rates themselves.175

The prescribed physiology functionality can be thought of as an intermediate state on a176

spectrum of complexity, with end members defined by the full FATES model, and the ED177

and PPA analytic solutions described by (Farrior et al., 2016). Farrior et al. (2016) re-create178

forest size structure by approximating canopy dynamics following disturbances. By defining179

woody mass growth increment as being constant per unit crown area, prescribed physiology180

mode is the minimally complex configuration that allows analyses in units of both individuals181

(as in (Farrior et al., 2016)) and carbon (as in FATES).182

In our simulations, tree mortality can have four causes: i) the prescribed background183

mortality rate, ii) either size- or age-dependent mortality rates that a↵ect large or old cohorts,184

iii) impact mortality which kills small cohorts following gap creation, iv) and termination185

mortality that arises when the number of individuals in a cohort becomes so low as to cause186

numeric instability. Of these, only the size- and age-dependent rates are newly introduced187

here.188

2.2 Model experiments189

Our model experiments can be thought of as simulating an idealised tropical forest, since190

in prescribed physiology mode demographic rates are model parameters that are independent191

of climate driving data and site conditions.192

All simulations were initiated with 1.3 m tall cohorts (corresponding to a DBH of 0.4193

cm), at a density of 0.3 saplings per m2. Simulations were run for 800 years in total, with a194

spin up of 300 years to reach equilibrium before the increase in NPP.195
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2.2.1 Simulated eNPP196

To simulate an idealized case of elevated growth in response to eCO2, we increased NPP197

by 25% over a period of approximately 100 years. We chose to use the value of a 25% increase198

in NPP to match FACE experiments where an increase in CO2 from ambient (approximately199

450 µmol mol�1) to 537 - 550 µmol mol�1 increased NPP by approximately 25% at both the200

ORNL and Duke sites (Hendrey et al., 1999; Norby et al., 2002). We acknowledge that there201

is an additional component of uncertainty regarding the change in woody NPP relative to202

the change in total plant NPP (Kauwe et al., 2014), which we do not consider here; instead203

these experiments are meant to illustrate the response of biomass and turnover times to an204

increment in woody-tissue NPP.205

In the FACE experiments there was a step increase in CO2 but we chose a gradual206

increase in NPP to more closely match the expected increase in atmospheric CO2. Given,207

however, that we are mostly concerned with equilibrium rather than transient dynamics, the208

time frame of the NPP increase is of little importance to results presented here. We used a209

negative exponential function since the NPP response to increasing CO2 will likely plateau210

as other factors (e.g. Nitrogen) become limiting (Zaehle et al., 2014). We model NPP on a211

given day, NPPt, as:212

NPPt = NPP0 + ((1� e
�↵⇤t) ⇤ � ⇤NPP0) (1)

where NPP0 is NPP prior to simulated eCO2, ↵ determines the rate at which NPP in-213

creases, and � determines the final percent increase in NPP, relative to NPP0. We increased214

NPP of both understory and canopy cohorts at the same rate (↵ = 0.00008, corresponding to215

an NPP increase over approximately 100 years), and to the same proportion of initial NPP216

(� = 0.25, i.e. a 25% increase). After the onset of the NPP increase, we ran simulations for217

a further 500 years to reach a new equilibrium.218

It is worth noting, that although the increase in NPP here is framed as being a response219

to eCO2, in reality, the long-term response of vegetation to eCO2 remains largely uncertain220

(Walker et al., 2015; Fisher et al., 2019; Davies-Barnard et al., 2020; Arora et al., 2019). What221

we are explicitly modelling is an increase in NPP, and, in the context of FATES’s prescribed222

physiology mode, an increase in growth rates, both in terms of height and diameter. Actual223

vegetation response to eCO2 will be dependent on a number of variables and may not follow224

the smooth asymtotic increase that we prescribe here. Increased CO2 may not result in225
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increased growth if other factors such as phosphorous become limiting Fleischer et al. (2019).226

Further, any changes to growth rates could also result from rising temperatures, changes in227

precipitation regimes and ENSO events, and shifts in species compositions (Lewis et al.,228

2004; Phillips et al., 2009).229

While we recognize that choosing a specific number such as 25% is somewhat arbitrary,230

there have not been FACE experiments conducted in tropical forests, and we expect the231

idealized results here are qualitatively insensitive to the degree of eNPP; i.e. the ratio of232

�AGB/�NPP or �⌧/�NPP should be roughly consistent across a range of eNPP. We233

tested this by running background, size- and age-dependent mortality simulations with NPP234

increases of 10% and 40%, in addition to the 25% increase simulations, which allows us to235

calculate the ratio of changes in biomass and turnover to changes in woody NPP.236

2.2.2 Size- and age-dependent mortality237

Size- and age-dependent mortality terms here act in addition to the prescribed back-238

ground mortality rate and only a↵ect cohorts of large size/age. We represent size-dependent239

mortality, denoted morts as:240

morts =
1

(1 + e�rs⇤(DBH�ps))
(2)

where DBH is diameter at breast height in cm, rs is the rate that mortality increases241

with DBH, and ps is the inflection point of the curve, i.e. the DBH at which the annual242

mortality rate has increased to 50%. We model age-dependent mortality (morta) as243

morta =
1

(1 + e�ra⇤(age�pa))
(3)

where age is cohort age in years, and ra and pa are the rate at which mortality increases244

with age and the inflection point, i.e. the age at which annual mortality rate is 50%.245

2.2.3 Single PFT simulations246

We began with the simplest scenario of a single PFT. We first ran simulations with either247

background mortality, or background plus either size- or age-dependent mortality. For each248

mortality scenario (background, size or age) we compared a simulation with constant NPP to249

one with elevated NPP as described above. We then tested the sensitivity of these scenarios250

to variation in specification of plant allometries, as well as the sensitivity to the magnitude251
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of the increase in NPP.252

We prescribed canopy and understory growth and background mortality rates such that,253

at equilibrium, AGB was a reasonable match to the observed values for tropical forests, as254

presented in (Feeley et al., 2007), table S1.255

We parameterised size- and age-dependent mortality functions such that prior to eNPP256

the size dependency of mortality was approximately equivalent in each of the two scenarios257

(Fig. 2). In other words, given prescribed growth rates and background mortality, the age-258

dependent mortality resulted in cohorts dying at the same rate per size as in the size-259

dependent mortality scenario. Following an increase in growth rates, mortality patterns260

and carbon dynamics are expected to shift, and the way that they shift will depend on the261

mechanisms driving mortality. By quantifying these shifts under two end points for size-262

and age-dependent mortality, we provide a reference to which observations can be matched263

in order to better understand the mechanisms of mortality.264

2.2.4 Carbon turnover times265

For all model experiments we calculated the change in AGB, basal area (BA), number266

of individuals, and carbon turnover time following the onset of eNPP. Carbon turnover time267

was defined as268

⌧ =
Cveg

NPP
(4)

where ⌧ is carbon turnover time at equilibrium, Cveg is carbon vegetation (both above269

ground and below ground), and NPP is net primary productivity.270

2.2.5 Sensitivity to allometries271

Since we expected that increased growth would allow cohorts to reach larger sizes un-272

der age-dependent mortality, we hypothesised that the AGB response to eNPP would be273

sensitive to allometric equations. We also expected size-dependent mortality results to be274

sensitive to parameters controlling canopy organisation, given the expected increase in gap275

formation following eNPP. To test these expectations, we ran ensemble simulations changing276

the parameterisation of the DBH to height, and the DBH to crown area allometries. We277

further tested di↵erent allometric equations for DBH to height and DBH to AGB.278

In both the one PFT and two PFT simulations diameter to height was modelled following279
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O’Brien et al. (1995) as280

h = 10.0(log10(DBH)⇤p1+p2) (5)

where h is height in m and DBH is DBH in cm. We used parameters from O’Brien et al.281

(1995); p1 = 0.64 and p2 = 0.37.282

Diameter to crown area was modelled as283

CA = spreadterm ⇤DBH
d2blp2 (6)

where CA is crown area in m2, DBH is DBH in cm and d2blp2 is the exponent parameter284

that alters the scaling of DBH to crown area, set here to 1.3. spreadterm is a site level term285

that changes through time and alters the spatial spread of tree canopies based on canopy286

closure.287

Diameter to AGB was modelled following Saldarriaga et al. (1988) as288

agb = agbfrac ⇤ p1 ⇤ hp2 ⇤ dp3 ⇤ wdp4 (7)

where agbfrac is the carbon fraction of AGB, h is height in m, d is DBH in cm and wd289

is wood density. We used parameters from Saldarriaga et al. (1988); agbfrac = 0.6, p1 =290

0.06896, p2 = 0.572, p3 = 1.94, p4 = 0.931. In all simulations wd = 0.7.291

For the allometry sensitivity analysis we first used the allometries above and varied the p2292

parameter in equation 5 from 0.05 to 0.5, (corresponding to height of 21.4 m to 60.3 m at 100293

cm DBH) (Fig. S8) and the d2blp2 parameter in equation 6 from 1.1 to 1.4 (corresponding294

to a crown area of 91.5 to 364.2 m2 at 100 cm DBH), (Fig. S9). For each combination of295

parameters we calculated the change in carbon turnover time and the change in AGB in296

response to eNPP under both size- and age-dependent mortality.297

We then tested di↵erent allometric equations. In these simulations we used the same298

DBH to crown area relationships, but modelled DBH to height following Mart́ınez Cano299

et al. (2019) as300

h =
(p1 ⇤DBH

p2)

(p3 +DBHp2)
(8)

where h is height in m and DBH is DBH in cm. We used parameters from Mart́ınez Cano301

et al. (2019); p1 = 58, and p3 = 21.8. We varied p2 from 0.55 to 2.0 (corresponding to heights302
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of 21.2 m to 57.7 m at 100 cm DBH) (Fig. S8).303

AGB was modelled following Chave et al. (2014) as304

agb =
p1 ⇤ (wd ⇤ d2 ⇤ h)p2

c2b
(9)

where c2b is the carbon to biomass multiplier (here set to 2.0). We used parameters from305

Chave et al. (2014); p1 = 0.0673 and p2 = 0.976.306

This allowed us to test both the sensitivity of results to parameter values, along with the307

sensitivity of results to the choice of allometric equation.308

2.2.6 Paired PFT simulations309

Elevated growth in response to increasing CO2 has the potential to change species com-310

positions, and thus functional trait distributions, in tropical forests. Here we tested the311

e↵ect of a simulated increase in NPP on the co-existence of pairs of PFTs, exploring how312

the demographic rates of PFTs alters the response to eNPP.313

PFT pairs were generated from across observed demographic (growth and survival) pa-314

rameter space. Canopy mortality and NPP were drawn from a uniform distribution defined315

in table S1. Pairs of PFTs in which one PFT had both faster growth and lower mortality316

were discarded on the premise that this would result in competitive exclusion (as illustrated317

by (Koven et al., 2019)). We generated 100 pairs of PFTs in which PFT 2 had both faster318

growth and higher mortality than PFT 1, i.e. is relatively more ‘early successional’. We im-319

pose the condition that PFT 2 also had higher understory background mortality than PFT320

1 (0.05 and 0.025 respectively), since mortality rates are presumed to be correlated through321

ontogeny, and these values were fixed across all pairs. Recruitment, understory NPP, and322

response to eNPP were equivalent in PFT 1 and 2 and fixed across pairs. Wood density was323

also equivalent in PFT 1 and PFT 2.324

For the two PFT ensembles we ran both size- and age-dependent mortality scenarios with325

and without NPP increases as described above. We identified pairs of PFTs in the constant326

NPP scenarios in which one PFT had on average greater than 90% of the total basal area over327

the last 300 years of the simulation. To retain only co-existing pairs of PFTs, we discarded328

these ensemble members from both the constant and the matched eNPP ensembles. This329

left 83 pairs of PFTs with size-dependent mortality and 72 with age-dependent mortality.330

We used these pairs of PFTs to calculate AGB, BA and ⌧ .331

We then used the full set of 100 pairs of PFTs to explore the regions of demographic332
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parameter space that led to dominance by either early or late successional PFTs and also to333

test how co-existence, AGB and ⌧ changed following eNPP and with alternative represen-334

tations of plant mortality. We calculated the distance between PFTs in demographic space335

and also the angle of the slope between them. Large distance between PFTs corresponds336

to the PFTs being very demographically di↵erent (i.e. large di↵erences in canopy NPP and337

canopy mortality). The angles between PFTs are bounded by 0 and 90, with large angles338

corresponding to larger di↵erences in NPP relative to di↵erences in mortality. We calculated339

the change in the percentage plot-level AGB from PFT 2 following eNPP in relation to PFT340

distance and angle.341

3 Results342

3.1 Single PFT experiments343

We tested three mortality scenarios in the single PFT experiment: constant background344

mortality, background mortality plus size-dependent mortality, and background mortality345

plus age-dependent mortality (hereafter referred to as background, size-, or age-dependent).346

In all three cases simulations with eNPP were compared with constant NPP simulations.347

In all mortality scenarios, BA and AGB increased in eNPP simulations relative to the348

constant NPP simulations (Fig. 3). Di↵erences were greater when mortality was either just349

background, or age-dependent. Over the last 400 years of the eNPP simulation (i.e. from350

the point at which NPP had reached its new maximum), the change in AGB was on average351

97% that of the increase in NPP (24% increase in biomass, given a 25% increase in NPP)352

when mortality was age-dependent, and just 54% of the NPP increase (13%, relative to a353

25% increase in NPP) when mortality was size-dependent.354

With just background mortality, the relative increase in AGB in the eNPP simulations355

relative to the constant NPP simulations was similar to the age-dependent scenario, 97% of356

the NPP increase (24%). However, in absolute numbers, the background mortality scenario357

had much higher BA and AGB in both constant and eNPP simulations, as a result of the358

greater contribution of large trees to these metrics. For example, mean AGB was 14.5 kgC359

m�2 in constant NPP and 18.0 kgC m�2 in eNPP simulations with background mortality.360

This compares with 10.7 kgC m�2 (constant NPP) and 13.3 kgC m�2 (eNPP) with age-361

dependent mortality and 11.5 kgC m�2 (constant NPP) and 13.1 kgC m�2 (eNPP) with362

size-dependent mortality.363
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Regardless of the mortality mechanism, in eNPP simulations, cohorts were growing faster364

than in constant NPP simulations, and therefore a greater proportion of cohorts reached365

larger sizes before being killed by background mortality. This resulted in a shift in the366

size distribution of populations towards larger sizes in all three mortality scenarios under367

eNPP. A shift in size distributions results in more carbon per unit of crown area as a result368

of allometric relationships—e.g., as can be seen comparing the exponents in equations 8369

and 9 versus equation 6—and hence increased stand-level AGB. The e↵ect was larger when370

mortality was either just background, or age-dependent (Fig. S1). In the size-dependent371

mortality simulations 75% of the biomass was in trees �70 cm DBH with both constant372

and elevated NPP, because although cohorts grew to larger sizes, they were then killed by373

the size-dependent mortality term. In contrast, when mortality was age-dependent, 75%374

of the biomass was in trees �60 cm DBH with constant NPP, and in trees �80 cm DBH375

with eNPP. With just background mortality, trees were much larger than in either size- or376

age-dependent mortality simulations, and 75% of the biomass shifted from trees �100 cm377

DBH to trees �130 cm DBH in the eNPP compared with constant NPP simulations.378

The equilibrium assumption in the definition of ⌧ used in equation 4 means that it can379

only be evaluated at steady state, once the carbon flux associated with mortality has in-380

creased in proportion to NPP. In the background and age-dependent mortality scenarios,381

this occurs largely due to the increase in size at death, whereas in the size-dependent mor-382

tality scenario the rise in mortality-driven carbon loss comes from cohorts reaching the size of383

elevated death rates sooner. The increase in canopy mortality rates with size-dependent mor-384

tality also resulted in a subsequent increase in collateral mortality in the understory, which385

further decreased ⌧ . Moreover, FATES includes a representation of the perfect plasticity386

approximation (PPA), whereby all available plot area is filled by cohort canopies. Following387

canopy growth each time step, a fraction of cohorts are demoted to the understory, so that388

canopy area remains constant. Increased growth rates result in an increase in this rate of389

tree demotion to the understory, and since background mortality rates are higher in the390

understory than in the canopy, there is a subsequent increase in ecosystem level mortality391

and a further decrease in ⌧ .392

Carbon turnover time (⌧) therefore decreased under eNPP with all mortality scenarios, al-393

though the decrease was largest with size-dependent mortality due to the additional speeding394

up of tree life cycles (Fig. 3). Over the last 400 years of the simulations, the mean di↵erence395

in ⌧ between the constant NPP and eNPP simulations was 9.6% with size-dependent mor-396
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tality. This was a decrease from 27 years to 25 years. With age-dependent mortality, the397

mean decrease in ⌧ in the constant NPP scenario relative to the eNPP simulation was 2.0%;398

from 26 to 25 years. The background mortality scenario had a similar response to eNPP as399

the age-dependent mortality scenario, with a decrease in ⌧ by 2.1%, but again, the absolute400

numbers were higher, with mean ⌧ equal to 34 years with both constant NPP and eNPP.401

3.2 Two PFT experiments402

In the two PFT model experiment, we compared only the size- and age-dependent mor-403

tality scenarios, and in both cases contrasted simulations with constant NPP to those with404

eNPP. For each scenario, we ran ensemble simulations in which pairs of PFTs were parame-405

terised with NPP and background mortality rates from across observed demographic space406

(table S2).407

Results from the two PFT model experiments were qualitatively similar to the one PFT408

experiments. That is, AGB and BA increased following eNPP with both size- and age-409

dependent mortality, but more so with age-dependent mortality. ⌧ decreased with both410

mortality scenarios, but more so with size-dependent mortality (Fig. 4). However, there was411

large variation among ensemble members depending on the position of PFTs in demographic412

space. In some ensemble members AGB increased relatively more than NPP leading to an413

increase in ⌧ .414

The mean increase in AGB over the last 100 years of simulations in the eNPP relative415

to the constant NPP simulations ranged from 18.9% to 28.2% across the ensemble, in the416

age-dependent mortality scenario, with a mean increase of 23.9%. In the size-dependent417

mortality scenario, the mean increase in AGB in the eNPP relative to the constant NPP418

simulations ranged from 5.3% to 48.2%, across the ensemble, with a mean increase of 15.0%.419

Across the ensemble, the change in ⌧ in the eNPP relative to the constant NPP sim-420

ulations ranged from -5.2% to 0.3% in the age-dependent mortality scenario, with a mean421

decrease of -2.4%. In the size-dependent mortality scenario, the mean change in ⌧ in the422

eNPP relative to the constant NPP simulations ranged from -15.4% to 5.1%, with a mean423

change of -9.2%. In all two PFT simulations the range of responses to eNPP bracketed the424

response in the one PFT experiment.425

The largest relative increases in AGB were in PFT pairs with low NPP and high back-426

ground mortality, in both size- and age-dependent mortality scenarios (Fig. 5). These PFT427

pairs had the lowest initial AGB and saw the largest relative increase in response to eNPP.428
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The largest decreases in ⌧ were in simulations in which PFT pairs had low canopy back-429

ground mortality and high canopy NPP, in both size- and age-dependent mortality scenarios430

(Fig. 5). With size-dependent mortality, low background canopy mortality results in a larger431

proportion of cohorts reaching the size at which the size-dependent mortality term begins to432

have an e↵ect, and therefore the speeding up of the life cycle is more apparent in these simu-433

lations. High canopy NPP amplifies this e↵ect. With age-dependent mortality, decreases in434

⌧ come from increased demotion of cohorts into the understory where background mortality435

is higher. PFT pairs with high NPP and low background mortality reach larger sizes and436

therefore demotion rates are higher.437

Late successional PFTs (PFT 1) dominated plot-level AGB when the angle between PFTs438

was low, i.e. when di↵erences in background mortality were large relative to di↵erences in439

NPP (Fig. 6, top left). This was true for both size- and age-dependent mortality scenarios.440

PFTs had a more equal proportion of plot AGB when the demographic distance between441

PFTs was small (Fig. 6, bottom left). As PFTs became more demographically di↵erent, one442

or other tended to dominate.443

Five (size-dependent mortality) and nine (age-dependent mortality) ensemble members444

had a higher proportion of AGB in the late successional PFT in the eNPP simulation com-445

pared with constant NPP simulation. In other words, eNPP generally shifted the balance446

of co-existence in favour of early successional PFTs, even though both PFTs were given447

the same relative increase in tree-level eNPP. The largest shifts in co-existence in favour of448

early successional PFTs were in the simulations in which late successional PFTs initially449

dominated (Fig. 7). This is likely because we increased NPP equally by 25% in both PFTs,450

which meant a larger absolute increase in NPP for the early successional PFT. There was451

a negative relationship between the relative increase in the proportion of PFT 2 and the452

change in plot-level AGB, i.e. those simulations with the greatest plot-level increase in AGB453

generally had a smaller shift in favour of PFT 2 (Fig. S7). Due to higher background mor-454

tality rates, increases in the dominance of PFT 2 shifts the forest towards smaller stature455

and lower AGB.456

Generally, the absolute abundance of both early and late successional PFTs was higher457

in the eNPP simulations relative to the paired constant NPP simulations. That is, while458

eNPP shifted the relative abundance of PFTs to favour the early successional PFT, both459

PFTs still responded positively to the increase in NPP. There were a few exceptions to460

this, notably there were eleven ensemble members in both size and age dependent mortality461
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scenarios where the absolute AGB of the late successional PFT was actually lower in the462

eNPP simulation relative to the paired constant NPP simulation.463

3.3 Recruitment sensitivity464

In the above two PFT experiments, recruitment rates for each PFT were prescribed each465

time step and were equivalent for both PFTs in each pair, making coexistence more likely.466

To test the e↵ect of this recruitment scheme on PFT co-existence and the response to eNPP,467

we repeated the experiment with recruitment based on seed rain from reproductive adults468

of each PFT, essentially allowing one PFT to competitively exclude the other. Results are469

shown in Fig. S5. This experiment was with size-dependent mortality only. Far less co-470

existence occurred in these simulations. In 95 of 100 PFT pairs, one PFT had more than471

80% of AGB by the end of the simulation. In the majority of cases (72) it was the early-472

successional PFT which dominated. Increases in NPP had little e↵ect on co-existence since473

the early-successional PFT which benefits more from eNPP was already dominant in most474

ensemble runs.475

3.4 Allometry sensitivities476

In both size- and age-dependent mortality scenarios, regardless of the allometric equations477

used (eq. 5, 8, 7 or 9), ⌧ was highest when trees were tall with small crowns (Fig. S11) due478

to larger vegetation carbon and lower NPP. After the increase in NPP, the largest relative479

decreases in ⌧ came when mortality was size-dependent and trees were tall with small crowns480

(Fig. S13). Relative decreases in ⌧ were largest when DBH to height and AGB was modelled481

using eq. 5 and eq. 7.482

The largest increases in AGB in response to eNPP were generally when trees were tall483

with small crowns, regardless of size- or age-dependent mortality or allometric equations484

(Fig. S12). Taller trees with smaller crowns allow more cohorts to be in the canopy than the485

understory, and hence these simulations have both higher ⌧ and AGB. Simulations with a486

greater proportion of canopy cohorts (small crowns) will have the largest response to eNPP487

since a greater number of cohorts will be impacted by size and age dependent mortality488

terms.489
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3.5 NPP sensitivity490

We tested the sensitivity of results to the simulated increase in NPP by running back-491

ground, size and age-dependent mortality scenarios with elevated NPP of 10% and 40% (Fig.492

S6). In all cases, �AGB/�NPP or �⌧/�NPP were mostly invariant of NPP increase. For493

example, increases in AGB were 6%, 13% and 20% in the size dependent mortality scenario494

with increases in NPP of 10%, 25% and 40%, i.e. 50-56% of the increase in NPP. The slopes495

of regression lines relating the percent change in AGB to the percent change in eNPP were496

1.01, 0.48, and 0.92 for the background, size-, and age-dependent mortality cases.497

4 Discussion498

We used a vegetation demographics model, FATES, to test the e↵ect of size- and age-499

structured mortality on the carbon dynamics of an idealised tropical forest experiencing a500

simulated increase in NPP. We found that eNPP increased biomass under both mortality501

scenarios, but that the increase was only half as large when mortality was a function of tree502

size. Carbon turnover (⌧) decreased in response to eNPP in all mortality scenarios, but the503

decreases were significantly larger when mortality was a function of size. The response to504

eNPP was similar in simulations with constant background mortality scenario (no size or age505

dependent mortality) to those with age-dependent mortality. However, with neither size- nor506

age-dependent mortality, cohorts reached much larger sizes and both absolute biomass and507

⌧ were higher (Fig. 3).508

These results were qualitatively the same in two PFT ensembles in which growth and509

survival rates of PFTs were sampled from across demographic space. However, the magnitude510

of the eNPP e↵ect depended on demographic rates and the similarity of PFTs. Further, we511

find that allometric equations have a large influence on the simulated eNPP response, altering512

both the increase in AGB and the decrease in ⌧ .513

4.1 Increases in aboveground biomass514

Elevated NPP led to an increase in forest biomass with both size- and age-dependent515

mortality, and in simulations with constant background mortality (Fig. 3). While the AGB516

increases with just background mortality and with age-dependent mortality matched expec-517

tations, the increase in biomass under eCO2 with size-dependent mortality is less intuitive,518

but results from a shift in the size distribution towards larger sizes. As growth rates increase,519
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cohorts reach larger sizes before they are killed from the background mortality rate. There-520

fore, although the size-dependent mortality term does not change, following an increase in521

growth rates, a larger proportion of cohorts make it to the size at which the size-dependent522

mortality term takes e↵ect. In FATES, background mortality accounts for sources of mortal-523

ity that are not explicitly modelled. For all simulations here (which were run in prescribed524

physiology mode and thus not subject to physiologically driven carbon starvation, hydraulic525

failure or fire induced mortality) , it is the predominant source of mortality for both canopy526

and understory cohorts. If the risk of mortality from these phsiological mechanisms and dis-527

turbance events remains constant over much of the life cycle, then increases in productivity528

may result in increases in AGB, with the magnitude depending on whether mortality risk529

increases with tree size or age.530

Observations of natural forests have so far shown mixed evidence of a CO2 fertilisation531

e↵ect. Clark et al. (2013) found no increase in NPP in a Costa Rican forest from 1997-532

2009 and concluded that any CO2 fertilisation e↵ect was being o↵set by climate related533

stress. Monitoring of forest plots across the Amazon, however, have found mortality to be534

positively correlated with productivity, with increases in mortality lagging behind increases535

in productivity, supporting the hypothesis of a CO2 induced increase in both biomass and536

mortality (Brienen et al., 2015).537

4.2 Decreases in carbon turnover time538

In our experiments, background, size, and age-dependent mortality led to a decrease in539

⌧ (Fig. 3). This is in line with predictions for size-dependent mortality scenarios due to a540

speeding up of the life cycle (Büntgen et al., 2019). In addition, regardless of the mechanism541

of mortality, ⌧ decreased due to an increase in the proportion of cohorts in the understory.542

In FATES, the perfect plasticity approximation algorithm assumes that all available plot543

area is filled by cohort crowns. As the population shifts towards larger sizes, there are544

fewer trees in the canopy, since each of their crown areas are larger. Each time step, as545

crowns expand, a number of trees in each canopy cohort are demoted to the understory546

to keep plot level canopy area constant. Under eNPP, this demotion occurs more rapidly,547

and thus there is an ecosystem level increase in mortality due to the higher background548

mortality of understory cohorts, and a subsequent decrease in ⌧ . Demotion of cohorts to549

the understory represents overtopping, whereby individuals in gaps become shaded by faster550

growing neighbours. This phenomenon is widespread in closed canopy forests and periods of551
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time spent in gaps and then shade can explain growth trajectories of forest trees (Brienen &552

Zuidema, 2006; Metcalf et al., 2009). Our result - where increased growth leads to an increase553

in overtopping and consequently higher understory mortality - matches theory on accelerated554

successional dynamics, e.g. Harper (1977); Clark (1990). In particular, results are analogous555

to the enhanced asymmetric competition hypothesis described by Stephenson et al. (2011)556

whereby increased resources enhance the growth of the largest individuals, which then more557

quickly suppress smaller trees leading to elevated mortality of suppressed trees. Our results558

suggest that any increases in growth rates are likely to be accompanied by a decrease in ⌧ ,559

although the mechanisms driving mortality will determine the extent of the decrease, with560

potentially important implications for terrestrial carbon storage dynamics of ESMs.561

At the same time, there is a compensating e↵ect, whereby the amount of biomass able to562

be stored in trees within a given canopy strata is increased due the allometrically-determined563

ratio of AGB to crown area for a given tree, which increases with larger tree sizes. In the564

background and age-dependent mortality cases, this e↵ect is almost su�cient to cancel the565

reduction in turnover times resulting from increased light competition and mortality, whereas566

in the size-dependent mortality case the extra increment of increased mortality resulting from567

senescence is able reduce by approximately half the expected increase in AGB.568

4.3 Implications for carbon dynamics569

It has been argued previously that reductions in ⌧ following eCO2 could o↵set any ben-570

efit from increased growth in terms of mitigating anthropogenic carbon emissions, as the571

increase in carbon uptake is counteracted by the increase in mortality and decomposition572

rates (Körner, 2017; Büntgen et al., 2019). The extent to which trees grow to larger sizes573

and/or move through their life cycles more rapidly could therefore have a large impact on574

the magnitude of increases in carbon stocks and the decreases in carbon turnover.575

These results suggest that if eCO2 causes increases in NPP in line with what we simu-576

late here (a 25% increase), then increases in AGB will result, albeit at a reduced level as577

compared to the change in eNPP, despite simultaneous decreases in tree life spans. This is578

in contrast to Bugmann & Bigler (2011) who used a factorial design of changing growth-579

longevity relationships under di↵erent growth simulation e↵ects to test the impact of these580

parameterisations on forest biomass and carbon turnover time using the gap model ForClim.581

Bugmann & Bigler (2011) found that increases in biomass were small (even in growth simu-582

lation only experiments) and were mostly o↵set by reductions in longevity. These di↵erences583
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could be due to a number of structural assumptions within ForClim and FATES, as well584

as the model parameterisations. In particular, increases in biomass in our size-dependent585

mortality scenario came from trees reaching larger sizes before being killed by background586

mortality. Bugmann & Bigler (2011) assume that reductions in longevity are manifested as587

an increase in the background mortality term and thus do not see the same e↵ect of a shift588

in the size at death, and a consequent increase in AGB.589

Although there is evidence for a trade-o↵ between growth and survival at the individual590

level (Bigler & Veblen, 2009; Di Filippo et al., 2012) it is not clear if increased growth591

from eCO2 will directly result in reductions in longevity. Trade-o↵s result from allocation of592

limited resources between growth, and defence and maintenance traits that increase survival.593

All else remaining equal, eCO2 is essentially increasing the resources available to individuals,594

and thus might increase growth rates without compromising survival. However, tree ring595

analysis of individuals that were juveniles both pre and post industrial revolution found a596

negative relationship between juvenile growth rates and longevity (Büntgen et al., 2019).597

Further, observations of biomass trends in the Amazon suggest CO2 driven increases in598

productivity, followed by lagged increases in mortality. More recent levelling o↵ of growth599

rates in the last few decades, combined with continuously increasing mortality is leading to600

a decrease in carbon residence time and a decrease in the rate of net carbon accumulation601

(Brienen et al., 2015; Hubau et al., 2020). Continued monitoring of forest tree demographic602

rates are needed over larger spatial and temporal scales in order to understood whether603

elevated growth under eCO2 will speed up tree life cycles or allow trees to reach larger sizes.604

Changes in plant mortality may, of course, result from changes in climate conditions as well605

as from eCO2 driven dynamics, and so simultaneous e↵orts to understand, model and observe606

these will also be necessary to predict the overall changes in forest dynamics in the real world607

(McDowell et al., 2018).608

4.4 Uncertainties in forest response to eCO2

In addition, the growth response of forests to eCO2 remains uncertain (Walker et al.,609

2015). We simulated forest response to eCO2 as a gradual increase in NPP that asymptotes610

at 25% above the starting value after approximately 100 years; the magnitude of the increase611

intended to match the observed increase in NPP at the Duke and ORNL FACE experiments.612

However, FACE experiments have shown that the response of forest stands to eCO2, in the613

short term at least, is largely determined by nutrient cycling (Zaehle et al., 2014). High614
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plant N uptake and N use e�ciency (NUE) at Duke allowed a sustained NPP response to615

eCO2, while at ORNL a decrease in NUE from increased allocation to N-rich fine roots led to616

a decrease in the NPP response. How these processes are represented in vegetation models617

can lead to a divergence of model predictions of forest response to eCO2 (Zaehle et al., 2014;618

Walker et al., 2015; Fisher et al., 2019; Davies-Barnard et al., 2020).619

Extrapolations from CO2 enrichment experiments to the global scale find strong nutrient620

constraints on the vegetation response to CO2, but predict a 12.5% increase in tropical forest621

AGB by 2100 (Terrer et al., 2019). Likewise, ensemble model runs that explicitly incorporate622

phosphorus (P) cycling, suggest that P limitation across the Amazon could strongly reduce623

the e↵ect of eCO2 on carbon sequestration (Fleischer et al., 2019). It is, therefore, worth624

noting that the 25% increase in NPP that we simulate here may be at the high end of what625

is likely to be observed over the next century, especially in regions where other resources are626

limiting. Our sensitivity analysis, however, revealed a mostly invariant response of AGB and627

⌧ to the simulated increase in productivity; that is ratio of �AGB/�NPP varied little for628

NPP values of 10, 25 and 40%.629

Since we are interested in the e↵ects of increased growth rates, and the interaction with630

mortality, on carbon storage, we can overlook the e↵ects of root and leaf turnover. However,631

it is worth noting that carbon turnover time also depends on turnover of biomass from leaves632

and fine roots (Norby et al., 2002; Kauwe et al., 2014), and a 25% in NPP may not result633

in the increase in growth and biomass that we report here. Thus these experiments serve as634

a simple test to understand only changes to the woody biomass component of ecosystems,635

assuming no changes to allometry or allocation as a result of the eCO2 treatment.636

4.5 Changes to co-existence637

In our two PFT simulations, coexistence depended on the degree of demographic sim-638

ilarity between PFTs, (following (Koven et al., 2019)) (Fig. 7). Simulations varied from639

competitive exclusion by late successional PFTs, through equal abundance of PFTs, to com-640

petitive exclusion by early successional PFTs (Fig. 6). In all these cases, increasing NPP641

of both PFTs by 25% did little to change the relative proportion of each PFT in terms of642

AGB. Any changes in the proportion of PFTs tended to be in favour of the early successional643

PFT. This is likely because we increased NPP of both PFTs by 25%, and since the early644

succcessional PFT had a higher NPP to begin with, it had a larger absolute increase in NPP.645

In our 2-PFT simulations both PFTs had either size–dependent or age-dependent mor-646
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tality. In reality, it is possible that competing species may di↵er in their mortality patterns;647

some species response to eCO2 will be more similar to the age-dependent mortality sce-648

nario, while other species might show a more size-dependent mortality response. Further,649

growth increases might be larger in some species than others. For instance, species with650

faster growth rates may respond more to eCO2 than slow growing species (Laurance et al.,651

2004). At one extreme of this continuum are lianas, which have strong growth responses to652

CO2 concentrations (Granados & K orner, 2002) and have been found to be increasing in653

Amazonian forests, possibly as a result of CO2 fertilisation (Phillips et al., 2002). However,654

in a study of ten large tropical plots Chave et al. (2008) found that the absolute biomass655

of slow growing species was increasing across plots, suggesting that fast growing species are656

not replacing slow growing species. Finally, PFTs in our experiments di↵ered only in rates657

of canopy mortality and NPP, and thus we missed other potentially important elements of658

natural variation that could influence the CO2 response or estimates of biomass. For exam-659

ple, we kept wood density the same across PFTs but there is evidence that faster growing660

species tend to have lower wood density e.g. (Chave et al., 2009). Had we made wood density661

lower in the early succesional PFT, we might have seen more of an e↵ect of eNPP on plot662

level AGB, due to shifts in the proportions of the two PFTs. These results, however, show663

that even if eCO2 a↵ects early and late successional individuals equally, it may promote664

early-successional species populations more than late successional one. In future work, we665

will incorporate these senescence mortality terms into the full-complexity FATES model, to666

explore how more physiologically mechanistic predictions of changes to plant growth and667

mortality rates across functionally varying PFTs, under elevated CO2 and climate change668

result in changes to the AGB and ⌧ terms we focus on here.669

For the majority of species it is not clear what determines maximum size. In the tallest670

species, hydraulic constraints limit individual tree height (Koch et al., 2004; Niklas & Spatz,671

2004; Domec et al., 2008), which will prevent these species from reaching larger sizes despite672

increased growth rates. For those species at least, we expect to see a size-dependent mortality673

type response to eCO2, i.e. a small increase in ABG due to the lower e↵ects of background674

mortality, but a larger decrease in carbon turnover time. It is likely that the maximum size675

of most species is related to shifts in allocation strategies; i.e, at large sizes resources are676

allocated to reproduction rather than growth and maintenance, thus increasing the risk of677

mortality (Wheelwright & Logan, 2004; Genet et al., 2009). This would explain why, despite678

the trend of increasing growth with size at the population level (Stephenson et al., 2014),679
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individual trees show a decrease in growth immediately preceding death e.g. (Arellano et al.,680

2019). Monocarpic species might represent the extreme of this phenomenon; as following681

reproduction the whole tree dies e.g. (Foster, 1977; Read et al., 2006). If maximum size682

is related to trees balancing investment of limited resources between reproduction, growth683

and maintenance, then with all else remaining equal, increased CO2 may allow trees to684

reach larger sizes, reproduce younger (Ladeau & Clark, 2006), or both. As such, allocation685

strategies (to fast or slow turnover carbon pools) at large size will likely have important686

implications for large scale carbon storage (Pugh et al., 2020).687

4.6 Conclusions688

Forest responses to rising CO2 represent a major source of uncertainty in projections689

of future climate. In particular, a reduction in carbon turnover time due to trees moving690

through their life cycles more quickly could o↵set any potential for forests to mitigate an-691

thropogenic carbon emissions. Here we quantify the e↵ects of both size- and age-dependent692

mortality on carbon dynamics using a reduced-complexity version of the vegetation demo-693

graphic model FATES and compare them with simulations using only default background694

mortality. We find that simulated increases in NPP (from an assumed increase in CO2) com-695

bined with either size- and age-dependent mortality will lead to shifts in the size distributions696

of populations and increases in forest biomass, relative to simulations with constant NPP.697

Reductions in carbon turnover time with size-dependent mortality were smaller than the698

increases in forest biomass following a simulated increase in productivity. While the relative699

response to increased productivity was similar in the background mortality simulations to the700

age-dependent simulations - large increases in AGB and small increases in ⌧ - the absolute701

values of AGB and ⌧ were much higher with background mortality, suggesting that explicit702

representations of the scaling of mortality mechanisms with size or age will be essential for703

improved representation of forest response to eCO2 in projections of future climate.704
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9 Figures1081

Figure 1: Schematic of “prescribed physiology mode” in FATES. Blue boxes show model
parameters, green boxes show model predictions. a) shows the full model where recruit-
ment, NPP and mortality are emergent properties of physiological pathways and functional
trait values. b) shows prescribed physiology mode where recruitment, NPP and mortality
become model parameters. Prescribed physiology mode enables direct tests of the impact of
demographic rates on model outcomes at both the individual and carbon scale.
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Figure 2: Size and age dependent mortality rates, with and without eNPP. Size-dependent
mortality does not change with an increase in NPP, whereas age-dependent mortality is
shifted to larger sizes (top panel) with no change to the age-dependency (lower panel).
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Figure 3: Change in basal area (BA), aboveground biomass (AGB), number of individuals,
and carbon turnover time (⌧) of background, size- and age-dependent mortality simulations
following simulated eNPP. The y axis in all panels is the percent change under eNPP relative
to constant NPP. Note the x axes begin in year 300, the point at which the simulated increase
in eNPP begins. AGB and BA increases were greater when mortality was just background
or age-dependent. The decrease in ⌧ was greatest when mortality was size-dependent.
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Figure 4: Change in aboveground biomass (AGB), basal area (BA), number of individuals
and carbon turnover time (⌧) following eNPP in two PFT size- and age-dependent mortality
scenarios. Solid lines show the median and shading the 95th percentile from ensemble runs.
AGB and BA increase with both types of mortality, but more so with age-dependent mortal-
ity. ⌧ decreases with both size- and age-dependent mortality but more so with size-dependent
mortality. Demographic di↵erences between ensemble members led to wide variation in forest
response to eNPP.
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Figure 5: Position of all PFT pairs in parameter space, and the position of pairs that showed
the greatest relative reduction in carbon turnover time (⌧), or increase in AGB following
eNPP, with both size-dependent (left) and age-dependent mortality (right). In both mortality
scenarios, the change in ⌧ was greatest when background mortality was low and canopy NPP
was high. With low background mortality a greater proportion of cohorts survive to reach
either the size or age at which size- or age-dependent mortality takes e↵ect, and hence there
is a greater relative speeding up of the life cycle (size-dependent mortality), or increased
demotion of cohorts to the canopy due to increased sizes (age-dependent mortality). Higher
NPP amplifies these e↵ects. The greatest increase in AGB in both mortality scenarios was
when background mortality was high and NPP low, as these PFT pairs had low initial AGB
and saw the largest relative increase in AGB following a 25% increase in NPP.
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Figure 6: Coexistence of PFT pairs. Top panels show the position of PFT pairs in parameter
space where the late successional PFT (PFT 1) (left) or early succesional PFT (PFT 2)
(right) makes up greater than 80% of plot AGB (prior to eNPP). Bottom panels show the
percentage of plot AGB in the early successional PFT against the angle and distance between
PFTs in each pair. Early successional PFTs dominate when the di↵erence in NPP between
PFTs is greater than the di↵erence in mortality (high angle) (top right, bottom right). Late
successional PFTs dominate when di↵erneces in mortality are large relative to di↵erences
in NPP between PFT pairs (small angles) (top left, bottom right). PFTs are more equal
when the demographic distance between them is small (bottom left). As they become more
demographically di↵erent one or the other starts to dominate AGB. These results are for
size-dependent mortality but results were similar for age-dependent mortality (see Fig. S3).
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Figure 7: Change in the percent AGB of the early successional PFT (PFT 2) following the
increase in NPP. The early successional PFT was able to increase most following simulated
eNPP when the distance between PFT pairs was intermediate and the angle between PFT
pairs was low. The early successional PFT decreased in plot AGB when the angle between
PFTs was high. These results are for age-dependent mortality but results were similar with
size-dependent mortality (see Fig. S4).
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